Quick User Guide
Welcome to Fauna, your audio glasses!
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First steps

Activate
Prior to first use, peel the plastic protector off the charging contacts and place the glasses back in the case to be fully charged. To activate Fauna, place it in the case and make sure the LED “glasses status” is lit up. Close the case and respect it. Fauna has now been activated and you will hear “Hi! Fauna is on.” If Fauna is not connected to a host device for more than 30 minutes, Fauna will automatically enter deep-sleep mode. To wake Fauna up, place it into the case and close it. Fauna will automatically reconnect to the last host device if the case is ready to connect again.

Connect
Place the glasses in the case and close the lid. Open the lid again, press Fauna against the charging contacts of the case, make sure the LED “glasses status” is on, you will hear the message “Fauna is on, Fauna is pairing”, then activate Bluetooth on your mobile device and search for Fauna. The connection is confirmed with “Great, Fauna is connected.” If you hear “Please try pairing again”, repeat the procedure. Fauna connects automatically with the last host device.

Charge
If the battery charge is below 50%, Fauna warns you “Battery low.” To charge your Fauna, put it in the case making sure that the pins are connected. It is recommended to fold the left temple first. Close the lid to start the charging process. To indicate your Fauna is connected correctly, after closing the case, the left-most and right-most of the 4 “case status” LEDs will light up for 5 seconds. The Fauna case serves as charging station.

Using Fauna
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More about your Fauna

Important information
Paying with a device can be forced:
Press and hold for 4 seconds on the right temple, then connect the host device to Fauna via Bluetooth. Please note that force pairing can not be used once Fauna is in deep-sleep mode.

Fauna only splash-proof. Please do not keep it under running water.
Adjustments of frame, length of the temple and lenses can be made by an optician. Please leave this to a professional.

Fauna can only be recharged in the case. Please do not charge any other way.

Instructions for opticians

Please follow these instructions to avoid any damage.

Cut off the description and take it with you to the glasses adjustment. Fauna is suitable for prescription lenses.

Attention:
Fauna contains electronics.

Important information

Charging the glasses
The LED status of the glasses case indicates the status of the glasses. This LED flashes yellow when charging level is over 30%. If the contacts are connected properly, at 100% charge, the LED glows green for 10 seconds after opening the case.

Charging the case
The 4 LEDs on the outside show the battery status of the Fauna case. When the case is charged via USB-C cable, they will flash. If they glow continuously, the Fauna case is completely charged.

LED
status
LED case status

Over 50%:
Flashing yellow

Over 50%:
Flashing green

100% charged:
Lights up green 10 sec.

100% charged:

When the Fauna battery level reaches 10% or lower, a “Power Off” message will be heard and Fauna goes into deep-sleep.
**1. Indications for use**

Fauna audio glasses are portable, Bluetooth 5.0-linked audio devices in the form of sunglasses or blue-light protection glasses. Fauna audio glasses lenses are not prescription correction lenses, however such can be refitted by an optician with correction lenses, however such can be refitted by an optician only. The lenses should be exchanged by an optician only.

**2. User safety**

- In order to avoid hearing damage, you should not use the glasses at high volume over a long period of time. Use them responsibly at a reasonable volume.
- Do not use the glasses if they emit any loud unusual warning sensation or loss of audio.
- Do not use the glasses if the electronics inside are damaged.
- Keep the glasses and the charging case away from fire and unusual warming sensation or loss of audio.
- Do not bend the temples of the glasses as this can damage the electronics.
- Avoid storing the glasses if the lenses are not well-aligned.
- Do not use the glasses if they have bent the frame in any way.

**3. Product safety**

- Keep the glasses and the charging case away from fire and unusual warming sensation or loss of audio.
- Do not use the glasses if they emit any loud unusual warning sensation or loss of audio.
- Do not bend the temples of the glasses as this can damage the electronics.
- Avoid storing the glasses if the lenses are not well-aligned.
- Do not use the glasses if they have bent the frame in any way.

**4. Regulatory information**

Fauna audio glasses have been designed and manufactured according to the highest standards. This equipment is in compliance with the following standards:

- **8.08 LAN**: ANSI Z80.3-2018 and AS/NZS 1067.1:2016.
- **9.4.03**: IEC 62133/UL2054/UL1642.
- The batteries in the glasses and in the charging case are in compliance with IEC60519503, UL62479, and EN60335.
- The glasses can only be used within a temperature range of 0°C to +60°C; otherwise, functionality of the product can not be guaranteed.
- The adjustment of the temple length should be done immediately in the afternoon.
- Caution: Service or repair should be done immediately in the afternoon.

**5. Manufacturer/distributor**

Manufactured for Ultrasound GmbH

Distributed by Fauna Audio GmbH, Kraftstrasse 2, 8030 Graz, Austria.

Powered by USound MEMS Speaker Technology.

Fauna and USound are trademarks of USound GmbH and Fauna Audio GmbH, Kraftstrasse 2, 8030 Graz, Austria.

**6. Customer registration**

Please complete and return your form. The serial number and model numbers are located on the inner part of the temples on the bottom of the shopping case.

**7. Fauna warranty information**

This product is covered by a warranty from Fauna Audio GmbH. The warranty period is two years upon delivery of the product. You can find our complete legal terms of trade here: wearfauna.com/terms-of-trade/.

**8. Logos and trademarks**

Bluetooth and the Bluetooth logos are registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such trademarks is under license.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.

Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

Listen to music and Fauna Audio are trademarks of USound GmbH and Fauna Audio GmbH.

**Important information**

- Please follow these instructions to avoid any damage.

- Only heat up the marked grey parts. Up to 60°C.
- Do not adjust with pliers.
- Be careful with ultra-sonic cleaning.
- Only use products/attachments/accessories specified by the manufacturer.
- The adjustment of the temple length should be done immediately in the afternoon.
- Caution: Service or repair should be done immediately in the afternoon.
- Do not use the glasses if they emit any loud unusual warning sensation or loss of audio.
- Do not use the glasses if they have bent the frame in any way.
- Do not bend the temples of the glasses as this can damage the electronics.
- Avoid storing the glasses if the lenses are not well-aligned.
- Do not use the glasses if they have bent the frame in any way.

**Adjustable acetal front**

- Not adjustable
- Adjustable acetal front
- Adjustable acetal tip

**Heat OK**

- No heat
- Contains electronics

**Hot OK**

- No heat
- Contains electronics

**FAQ section of our website and send it, filled out and signed, to support@wearfauna.com**